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Softmax Regression
Naive Bayes

- Fixed #of parameters modelwantinMention pass anpaia
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⑥ Idea: Similar points usually have
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·oo ① TrainingStep : Store training
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data in memory

t & Test time : Given X
+O find most similar training example :
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Logistic Regression : boundary lit) (label of the
can't fit data well

return y most similar

Crithout adding
point)

more features) Common distance is Endideo distance
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1- NN : can fit

training data always



NearestNeighbors :

· Find K closest training examples to test input X
- Return most common label among those K

Why ? Reduces effect of anomalous training examples

PIfalls of K-NN

- Bias vs. Variance
↓
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Error in estimatory best possible
Error blc model in model family,

assumptions of model caused by overfittingare wrong

Very low bl can be very large
Can represent
any function

-Cof Dimensionality
In high dimensions, you rarely haveclose neighbors

It in (R1000E ->
then only too points

InE2,~ of points
are in Jame guadrant

Closest neighbor is still not that
Similar,

are in same guadrant so they might not have same Labelas You
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⑭ ELogistic Regression
T· -dea: Similar points · Only learns a linear

have similar labels decision boundary
· No good way to · Learn parameters
"regularize" fro data

· No parameters we · Regularization (L2)
could tweak






